Call for Applications: Graduate Fellows in Digital Humanities

Application Deadline: March 13, 2020 (11:59 pm)

The Center for Digital Humanities (CDH) seeks applicants for the fall 2020 cohort of Graduate Fellows in Digital Humanities. The CDH is an interdisciplinary research center housed in Firestone Library that brings together scholars, students, programmers, and developers to engage in technical and scholarly innovation.

Graduate Fellows explore a field of DH research or professional development during their term that may be project-specific (e.g. part of a dissertation) or serve as a more general introduction to a topic or approach (e.g. network analysis). No previous experience with DH or specific technical skills are required. The program is designed to serve as a point of entry for students curious about incorporating DH methodologies into their own research fields.

The program requires monthly cohort meetings (4) at the CDH that provide the opportunity to workshop ideas with peers and contribute to building a DH grad community. There is no formal course of instruction, though Fellows are encouraged to reach out to each other and campus partners as they explore their interests. The term of the fellowship is one semester; students may hold fellowships for up to two terms. Fellows should expect to devote c. 3 hours per week to their fellowship activities. The award is $750/semester.

Applicants must be enrolled students, from any department and at any stage of their graduate career (including DCE). Please note that visiting students are not eligible. Applications must include a letter of support from their DGS (in the case of pre-generals students) or dissertation adviser (in the case of post-generals students). Letters need not be evaluative (though they may be), but must clearly state that the terms of the fellowship would not interfere with the student’s course of study or progress to degree.

Please submit application materials, exclusive of endorsement from the DGS/dissertation adviser, as a single PDF to cdh-info@princeton.edu by 11:59 pm on March 13, 2020.

A completed application consists of:
- Application cover sheet (attached)
- Letter of application (1 page) describing your research, the aspects of DH that most interest you, and the ways you feel your scholarly, pedagogical, or professional development would benefit from this fellowship.
- Current C.V.
- Letter of support from adviser or DGS (to be sent separately by the same deadline)
Application for Graduate Fellowship in Digital Humanities

Name:

Email address:

Home department:

Current year in program:

Dissertation title or research field:

Dissertation adviser, or, if pre-dissertation, departmental DGS: